Let’s build.

Micron
your innovation. our labs.
Let’s innovate.

Let’s perfect. Let’s solve together. Let’s work as a team.

The power of you and our global lab team in perfect sync.
Let’s collaborate near and far.

*We’re Micron Global Customer Labs.* With us, a world of possibilities awaits your engineering design needs, thanks to a partnering footprint that spans the planet. We’re a mix of hands-on, can-do, globally-networked innovative partner labs thriving on collaborating and using leading technologies to bring your vision to life. We’re a 24/7 nearby, stand-by, side-by-side team of memory experts who understands the complexities of system-level designs, ready to partner with you to provide the best possible solution.
Our goals revolve around getting your project to market quickly and delivering a great experience for your customers.

That’s why we offer a breadth of engineering services and expertise in a lab environment—a memory solutions consortium hard-wired to help deliver your design through the field execution so you can capitalize on the capabilities of our memory and storage technologies.
Let’s bring ideas to the masses.

+ Micron’s Global Customer Labs are strategically located across the globe, positioned close to your design and manufacturing teams. We’re equipped with leading-edge tools and equipment, run by experienced engineering talent, and focused on enabling your innovations.

Our labs are excessively handy. We’ve engineered a unique, team-oriented environment where you can work with us from the inception of your designs through the life of your products. When you engage with one of our labs, it’s like having your very own hands-on think tank. Here, you’re working collaboratively with your very own team of Micron experts who are solely focused on memory-based systems and solutions; true partners who help solve complex design challenges. We’re your colleagues. Your braintrust-afarians, And we’re invested in you and your success, understanding how to integrate memory from every angle to maximize your product performance.
Let’s spark solutions.

+ Across our network of Global Customer Labs, we’re developing new products, improving existing systems, and providing ongoing support or system failure analysis—doing our utmost to spark innovation through collaboration in a range of segments.
Your Design Challenge. Our Lab.

Memory and storage solutions play a massive role in differentiating and improving your product performance. And with system-level designs becoming more complex and requiring more memory expertise, Micron’s Global Customer Labs are perfectly positioned to help you succeed.

+ Let’s check out the advantages:

- **Memory Expertise** – Micron’s depth of engineering experience and breadth of product portfolio ensures that you’ll have the right solution to optimize your products.

- **Testing/Improved Product Quality** – Early product valuation testing can reveal design issues, often not related to memory, long before a product goes to market, saving you time and money and improving the quality of your products.

- **Design Support/New Product Enablement** – Our memory experts, working together with your design engineers early in the design cycle, provide in-depth design support to save valuable time in product development.

- **Improved Product Performance** – With memory becoming more complex and more specialized, today’s system-level designs require a higher level of memory expertise that Micron’s experts are able to provide.
We're Micron Global Customer Labs. We're here, all over the planet, partnering with customers like you who need leading-edge technologies to drive their designs and brands forward.

Imagine the possibilities with Micron as your partner.

micron.com/customer-labs